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1. INTRODUCTION 
The graphs considered in this paper are finite, directed, and have no 
loops or arcs in parallel. In a directed graph, or more briefly, digraph D, 
a vertex v is said to be reachable from a vertex u if there exists a path from 
u to v; the set of all vertices reachable from v is denoted by RD(V). A 
digraph is strongly connected if every two vertices are mutually reachable. 
Any maximal strongly connected subgraph of a digraph D is called a 
strong component of D. Finally, a digraph D is called a basis digraph if 
there is no partial graph H of D (different from D) such that RH(v) = RD(v) 
for all vertices v. 
Let D be any basis digraph with n vertices. The main results can be 
summarized as follows: 
(1) " I fD  has k strong components hen it has at most 2 (n -- k) + [k2/4] 
arcs." 
(2) "Let D be acyclic. I f  the maximum number of vertices appearing in 
a path in D is r, where 4 ~< r ~< n, then D has at most 
(2n- - r - - I )+[  (n-r)2]  
4 
arcs." As a particular case of (1), we obtain: 
(3) "If D is strongly connected then it has at most (2n -- 2) arcs; if D is 
acyclic then it has at most [n2/4] arcs." 
The second part of (3) is a consequence of a well-known theorem of 
P. Tur~in [1] and the fact that a basis digraph having no circuits can have 
no triangles. It is shown that the bounds given by (1) are exact and the 
structure of extremal basis digraphs is determined. Denoting the largest 
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number of  arcs in any basis digraph with n vertices by fl(n), from (1) we 
obtain: 
fl(n) =2n- -2 ,  i fn  ~<7, 
(1.1) 
r 1 n 2 
~(n) i f .  > 7 
/4 J  
This, in particular, solves a problem proposed by O. Ore [2]. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be a non-empty finite set. A digraph D with a set of  vertices V, 
written as D(V), is a subset of the Cartesian product V • V where 
(v, v) 6 D(V) for any v ~ V. A pair (u, v) ~ D(V) is called an arc joining 
u and v; u is called the first vertex and v, the second vertex of  the arc (u, v), 
both u and v being called its end vertices. For any non-empty A _C V, the 
diagraph D(A) = D(V) n (A • A) is called a subgraph of D(V) generated 
by the set of vertices A. A digraph H(V) is called partial graph of D(V) if 
H(V) C_ D(V). In a digraph D(V), a sequence 
P(v l  , v~+O = (v~ , v~)(v~ , v~) . ' .  (v~ , Vk+l), (2.1) 
where (vi, Vi+l) ~ D(V), i = 1, 2 ..... k, is called a path from Vl to vk+l 9 For 
convenience, we take the empty sequence consisting of  no arcs of  D(V) to 
be a path from any vertex v to itself. The length of a path is the number of  
arcs appearing in it. The sequence (2.1) is called a cycle ifv~ = vk+a nd the 
vertices Vx, v2 ..... v~ are all distinct. A digraph in which there are no 
cycles is called acyclic. 
In a digraph D(V), a vertex v E V is said to be reachable from a vertex 
u ~ V if there exists a path in D(V) f rom u to v; the set of all vertices 
reachable from a given vertex v is denoted by Ro(v). Two vertices are said 
to be mutually reachable if there exists a path from each one to the other. 
A digraph is called strongly connected if every two vertices are mutually 
reachable. It can be easily proved that, in a digraph D(V), two vertices 
u and v are mutually reachable if and only if RD(U) = RD(V); hence, a 
digraph D(V) is strongly connected if and only if RD(V) = V for all v z V. 
For any digraph D(V) there is defined a binary relation ~-~ in V as 
follows: u ~ v, if and only if Ro(u) = RD(V). The relation is an equivalence 
relation and thus defines a partition of  V 
V = S1 w $2 w ... tASk, (2.2) 
where Sa, $2 ,..., Sk are non-empty, mutually disjoint sets such that two 
582/3/I-2 
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vertices u and v belong to the same Si if and only if u ~ v. The sub- 
graphs D(S~), i = 1, 2 ..... k, are called the strong components of D(V). 
Corresponding to the partition (2.2), we define a digraph D e, to be called 
the condensation of D(V), as follows: the vertices of D c are denoted by 
$1, S~ ..... Se and there is an arc (Si, St)~ D e, i~ j ,  if and only if 
(vi , vj) ~ D(V) for some vi ~ Si and v~- E S~-. 
We state below a few lemmas which will be used subsequently. 
LEMMA 2.1. The subgraphs D(Si), i = 1, 2 ..... k, of D(V) are strongly 
connected and are maximal with this property. 
LEMMA 2.2. The condensation D e of any digraph D(V) is acyclic. 
For proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, see Harary et al. [3]. 
LEMMA 2.3. A digraph D(V) is strongly connected if and only i f  for any 
non-empty subset A of V, A ~= V, there exists a path (2.1) in D(V) such 
that (i) k ~> 2, (ii) vl,  v~+l e A, (iii) vi ~ V -- A for i -~ 2 ..... k, and(iv) the 
vertices va , v2 ,..., vk are distinct. 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is left to the reader. 
3. BASIS DIGRAPHS 
Let D(V)be a digraph. A partial graph H(V)of  D(V) is called a generating 
graph of D(V) if Rn(v) = Ro(v) for all v ~ V. A digraph D(V) is called a 
basis digraph if for any generating graph H(V) of D(V) we have 
H(V) = D(V). An arc (u, v) e D(V) is called basic if the arc (u, v) appears 
in every path from u to v. An equivalent definition of a basis digraph is 
provided by the following lemma, which can be easily proved. 
LEMMA 3.1. A digraph D(V) is a basis digraph if  and only if  every arc 
of  D(V) is basic. 
We prove below two theorems which throw some light on the structure 
of basis digraphs and their condensation digraphs. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  D(V) is a basis digraph then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the arcs of the condensation De of D(V) and the 
arcs of D(V) which have their end vertices in distinct sets St where the sets Si 
are defined by (2.2). 
PROOF: By definition of the digraph D e, corresponding to any arc 
(St, St) e D e there is an arc (vi , v~) E D(V) for some vi ~ Si and vj ~ Sj.  
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Let, if possible, (vi, v~), (u~, uj) be two distinct arcs in D(V) where 
v~, u~ E S~ and v~-, us ~ Sj.  Since the subgraph D(S~) is strongly connected 
(Lemma 2.1) there is a path P(v~, uO in G(Si) from v~ to u~ ; similarly, 
there is a path P(u~, vj) in D(Sj) from uj- to vj. Then, 
P = P(vi,  ui) (ui, us) P(u~, vj) 
is a path in D(V)  from v~ to v~- where the arc (v~, vs) does not appear in P. 
This contradicts the fact that D(V) is a basis digraph (Lemma 3.1). The 
proof is then completed by the definition of the digraph D e. 
THEOREM 3.2. The condensation D e of  any basis digraph D(V)  is a basis 
digraph. 
PROOF: Suppose that D e is not a basis digraph. Then there is an arc 
(S~, Ss) e D e which is not basic (Lemma 3.1). Let 
(Sio, sio(sq, s , )  ... (s~,, s~,+), s ,  o = s , ,  s~r+ ~ = s j  
be a path in D e from Si to Sj in which the arc (S~, S~.) does not appear. By 
definition of the diagraph D e, there is an arc (v~, vs)E D(V)  where 
vi ~ S i ,  vs ~ Ss, and there are arcs (ui,, vi,+ 1) ~ D(V)  where 
ui, , vi, ~ St ,  t = O, 1 ..... r. Since the subgraphs D(St) are strongly 
connected there exist paths P(vi , Uio), P(vi 1 , u~ 1) ..... P(vi, , ui,), P(vi,+~ , vs) 
where P(v, u) is a path from v to u in D(SO if v and u both belong to St.  
Then, 
P = P(vi, u,o)(u,o, v,) p(vi~, u,). . .  P(vi~, u~)(u,~, v,~+ 0 P(v~,+~, v3 
is a path in D(V)  from v~ to v~. such that the arc (v~, vs) does not appear in 
P. This, by Lemma 3.1, contradicts the assumption that D(V)  is a basis 
digraph. 
4. LARGEST NUMBER OF ARCS IN A BASIS DIGRAPH 
We shall now consider the problem of determining the largest number 
of arcs that a basis diagraph with a fixed number of vertices can have. The 
problem was proposed by Ore [2]. In this section, upper bounds on the 
number of arcs in a basis diagraph with n vertices are obtained. These 
bounds are shown to be exact in the next section and the structure of 
extremal basis diagraphs is determined. 
In the following, I A I denotes the number of elements in the set A and 
[m] denotes, as usual, the integral part of the number m. 
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We first obtain 
THEOREM 4.1. The number of arcs in any acyclic basis digraph D(V) 
with n vertices is at most [n2/4]. 
PROOF: Since D(V) is acyclic, any two vertices of D(V) are joined by 
at most one arc. Also, as can be easily verified, a acyclic basis digraph can 
have no triangles, i.e., a subgraph consisting of three vertices which are 
pairwise joined by arcs. The theorem then follows immediately from a 
well-known theorem of Tur~in [1]. 
We shall now prove 
THEOREM 4.2. The number of arcs in a strongly connected basis digraph 
D(V) with n vertices is at most 2n -- 2. 
PROOF: We may assume that n > 1 for otherwise the theorem holds 
trivially. Let 
(U01 , V02)(V02 , U03 ) "'" (/)0~o , V01), n o >~ 2, (4.1) 
be a circuit in D(V) (by Lemma 2.3, taking A as consisting of a single 
vertex, a circuit in D(V) always exists). Define 
Ao ~ {Vol , Vo2 ,..., Vo%}. 
The partial subgraph H(Ao) of D(V) consisting of the arcs appearing in 
(4.1) is clearly, strongly connected and since D(V) is a basis graph, it is 
easily seen that we must have H(Ao) = D(Ao). I f  A o =/= V, by Lemma 2.3 
there is a path 
(V, /)11)(/)11, V12 ) "'" (Vl,nl , U), n I /~ 1, (4.2) 
in D(V) such that v, uEAo,v l i~V- -A  0 for i=  1,2 ..... nx 
vertices Vll, v12 ..... van 1 are all distinct. Define 
A1 = Ao U {/)11 ..... /)1~,1}. 
and the 
Clearly, the diagraph H(A1) consisting of the arcs of D(Ao) and those 
appearing in (4.2) is strongly connected and since D(V) is a basis digraph, 
we must have H(A1) = (DA1). Suppose we have already defined the diagraph 
D(Aj_I), j ~> 1, and Aj-I  =/= V. Then, by Lemma 2.3, there is a path 
(v, vjO(vn, vj2) "" (v~.,~j , u), nr >/ 1 (4.3) 
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in D(V) such that v, u ~ A j_  1 , Vii E V - -  A~_ 1 for i = 1 ..... nj and the 
vertices v n , V~e ..... v~nj are all distinct. Define 
A~ = A~.-1 u {vn ..... v~.~}. 
Then, by the same arguments as above, we must have H(A~) = D(Aj) 
where H(A~) is the digraph consisting of  the arcs of  D(A;_I) and those 
appearing in (4.3). Since D(V) has a finite number of  vertices, by induction, 
there must be an index r ~> 0 such that D(Ar) = D(V) where, as is clear 
from the above construction, 
I A~I = no + n~ + -'- + nj, 
(4.4) 
[ D(A~.)[ = n o -1- (na + 1) q- -" -k (n~ + 1), j = 0, 1 .... , r. 
From (4.4) we obtain 
[ D(V)t = (2n --  2) - -  [(n o - -  2) -t- Z (nj --  1)]. (4.5) 
L 5=1 
Since n o ~> 2, nj /> 1 fo r j  = 1, 2 ..... r, the term in parentheses on the 
right-hand side of  (4.5) is non-negative and this completes the proof  of  
the theorem. 
Combining Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we now obtain the following general 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let D(V) be any basis digraph with n vertices and let k 
be the number of strong components ofD(V). Then, we have 
+ 
PROOF: Consider the subgraphs D(Si), i = 1, 2,..., k of D(V) corre- 
sponding to the partition (2.2) of V and the condensation digraph D c of  
D(V). Let Si have ni vertices so that we have n = nl + n~ -k "'" § nk. It 
is easily seen that any subgraph of a basis digraph is a basis digraph. 
Further, since the digraphs D(Si) are strongly connected, by Theorem 4.2 
we obtain 
I O(S~)l ~ 2(ni - -  1). 
Also, since D e is an acyclic basis digraph (Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.2) 
with k vertices, by Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
I ol -< 
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Now, every arc of D(V) either belongs to one of the digraphs D(S~) or has 
its end vertices in different sets S~. In view of Theorem 3.1 and the observa- 
tions made above, we obtain finally 
[ O(V)[ = 10(81)1 + I O(S,)] + "" + I O(SO] + IDol 
~< 2(nl - -  1) q- 2(n~. --  1) -k- "'" + 2(n~ - -  1) + [ -~]  
= 2(n - -  k )q-  [#1.  
L ~at .I 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. EXTREMAL BASIS D IGRAPHS 
A digraph having the largest number of arcs under certain specified 
properties is called extremal. In this section, we show that the bounds on 
the number of arcs in a basis digraph provided by Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 
4.3 are exact and determine the structure of extremal basis digraphs. 
We shall first show that there exist acyclic basis digraphs with n vertices 
and [nS/4] arcs and determine their structure. 
Let D(V) be any digraph with n vertices. Let A1, As, As be disjoint 
subsets of Vsuch that V = A1 w As w As. Let ]AiJ = ni so that 
n = n 1 + n2 -4- ns 9 We shall assume for the sake of convenience, that 
na > 0, ns >/nz /> 0. We shall denote the digraph D(V) by D(nl, ns, ns) 
if D(V) consists of precisely the arcs (v, u) for every v e A~ and u e A,+I 
for i = 1, 2. It can be easily seen that D(nl, ns, ns) is a basis digraph and 
consists of exactly n~ (nl -f- ns) arcs. For any n, n >/ 1, we can take 
nl ,  n2, na (possibly in more than one way), such that n = nl + ns § ns 
and ns (nl + ns) = [nS/4]. Thus, we can construct acyclic basis digraphs 
D(nl, n2, ns) with n vertices and [nS/4] arcs. Furthermore, as we shall 
show below, any extremal acyclic basis digraph must be of the form 
D(nl, ns, ns). We shall prove first the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let D(V) be an acyclic basis digraph with n vertices and 
[n2/4] arcs. Then for any path 
(vi, v~)(vs, vs) "'" (v~-i, v0 
in D( V), we have r <~ 3. 
PROOF: As remarked in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the digraph D(V) 
has no triangles and any two vertices are joined by at most one arc. Since 
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D(V) has [n2/4] arcs, by the theorem of Tur~in [2], the digraph is then such 
that its set of vertices V can be divided into two sets A and .4 = V -- A 
(say), where two vertices v, u ~ V are joined by an arc if and only 
if v ~ A, u e .4  or u ~ A, v E.4. Now let, if possible, r > 3. We may 
assume without any loss of generality that vl E A. Then vs ~ A and 
v2, v4 ~ .4. From the above observation, either (v 1 , v4)~ D(V) or 
(v4, Vl) ~ D(V). However, neither of the cases can occur since, as is easily 
seen, the former contradicts the assumption that D(II) is a basis digraph 
and the latter that D(V) is acyclic. This proves the theorem. 
From the above theorem, we can easily obtain 
THEOREM 5.2. Any extremal acyclic basis digraph with n vertices must 
be of the form D(nl , n2 , ha) where n = nl + n~ q- n a and n2 (nl q- n3) = 
[n2/41. 
The details of the proof are left to the reader. 
We shall now show the existence of strongly connected basis digraphs 
with n vertices which have 2n -- 2 arcs and determine their structure. 
A digraph D(V) is called symmetric if (u, v) e D(V) implies (v, u) e D(V) 
for any u, v e V. A symmetric, strongly connected igraph with n vertices 
and 2n-2 arcs will be called symmetric tree. It is well known that, for any 
n >~ 1, there exist digraphs which are symmetric trees. It is easily seen that 
any digraph which is a symmetric tree is a basis digraph. Thus, there exist 
extremal strongly connected basis digraphs. We shall now prove the 
following : 
THEOREM 5.3. A strongly connected basis digraph is extremal if  and only 
if  it is a symmetric tree. 
PROOF: Let D(V) be a strongly connected basis digraph with n vertices. 
I f  n = 1, the theorem trivially holds. We can assume therefore, that 
n > 1. I f  I D(V)t = 2n-2 then in the notations of the proof of Theorem 4.2 
from (4.5), we must have n o = 2. Since the cycle (4.1) was chosen arbitra- 
rily, it follows that D(V) can have no cycles of length greater than two. 
Since a strongly connected igraph is a symmetric tree if and only if it 
has no cycles of length greater than two, D(V) must be a symmetric tree. 
Conversely, as remarked earlier, any symmetric tree is a basis digraph. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The class of extremal basis digraphs with n vertices and k strong com- 
ponents can now readily be visualized. Let D(V) be such a graph and 
consider the partition (2.2) of V. Then, according to Theorem 5.3, each 
of the subgraphs D(Si), i = 1, 2 .... k, must be a symmetric tree and the 
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condensation digraph D e of  D(V), by Theorem 5.2, must be of  the form 
D(k l ,ks ,k3)  where k l>0,  k2 >~k3>~0,  k l+ks+k3 =k,  and 
ks(k~ + k3) = [kS/4]. Conversely, any digraph with the above structure is 
an extremal basis digraph with k strong components 
We shall conclude by proving the following theorem which is relevant 
in view of Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.4. 
let 
(V l ,  VS)(V2 , V3) "'" (Vr__l , V~,) 
be a path in D( V) such that r >~ 4. Then, we have 
PROOF: 
Define 
Let D(V) be an acyclic basis digraph with n vertices and 
(5.2) 
I D(v)I (2n - - r  - -  1) +  L(n _ r)sl, 
4 
Since D(V) is acyclic, the vertices vl ,  v~ ..... v~ are all distinct. 
A = {V l ,  v 2 .... , Vr) 
and let ~i = V -  A. Since D(V) is an acyclic basis digraph, it is easily 
seen that the subgraph D(A) consists of  precisely the arcs which appear in 
(5.2) so that I D(A)I = r --  1. We may assume that _/i is non-empty 
since, otherwise, the proof  is complete. The digraph D(x{) being a subgraph 
of  an acyclic basis digraph, is itself an acyclic basis digraph and obviously 
has n --  r vertices. By Theorem 4.1, we then have ID(-/i)I ~< [(n --  r)S/4]. 
Also, we observe that for any vertex v E ~i there is at most one arc in D(V) 
with first vertex v and second vertex in A and at most one arc with second 
vertex v and the first vertex in A. Thus, we obtain finally 
]D(V)] ~<(r--1)+ [(n--r) s] +2(n_r )  
4 
=(2n- - r - -1 )  + [ (n - - r )S ]  
4 " 
This completes the proof  of  the theorem. 
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